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Rumble in Fort Wayne Partners with PitRow.TV & SPEED SPORT TV for Live Streaming
Three-Year Pact Will Afford Nationwide Coverage of Annual Winter Indoor Racing

FORT WAYNE, IND (Nov 27, 2021) - Beginning December 17-18 of this year, the historic Rumble in Fort Wayne will be
available on PitRow.TV, a SPEED SPORT TV affiliate, for dislocated fans wishing to catch the action inside of the Allen
County War Memorial Coliseum in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
“Having The Rumble in Fort Wayne available on Pit Row TV and the SPEED SPORT Network will be a way for fans around
the country, and the world, to see the fantastic racing we have here each December. The affiliation with SPEED SPORT
will also be a way to generate additional exposure for our many sponsors including Jason Dietsch Trailer Sales.
Additionally, it will showcase our many divisions of racing and their sponsors.” said event promoter Larry Boos.
“The Rumble in Fort Wayne is a storied and prestigious race, and we at Pit Row TV feel it to be one of the crown jewel
events of indoor racing each winter. We are thrilled to be the broadcast group chosen to bring this action-packed event
to the world wide web and beyond. We want to thank Larry Boos and his staff for trusting us to be their broadcast
partner for this phenomenal event.” said Tony Stevens of Pit Row TV.
The Rumble in Fort Wayne will take place December 17-18 inside the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum on a
purpose-built 1/6-mile concrete oval. Advance grandstand tickets are available through any TicketMaster location or at
the Coliseum box office. The Pit Row TV broadcast will air live each day. Fans can subscribe to their package of choice
at PitRow.tv.
Featured on this year’s Rumble racing card are the Midgets, LiUNA Non-Winged 600 Midgets and North Baltimore
Custom Cuts Winged 600 Midgets, plus multiple calls of Quarter Midgets and Go-Karts, including
the everageauto.com Wedge Karts and Bob Buescher Home 360 Clones.
Pit Row TV streams live race productions exclusively on the SPEED SPORT TV network. Additionally, Pit Row TV offers ondemand content including complete races, special interviews, tech spots and more.
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